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WARTIME STRATEGY ON THE FARM

Farm Equipment may have
. .

learn to take

.

to last for the duration

good care

Since it will bo difficult to replace farm equipment for the duration, it's up to
American farmers to take the best possible care of their tools of food production. Students can be of great help in assisting in this vital work.
doing this, they not only help conserve critical war materials
assure an uninterrupted supply of foodstuffs to our fighting forces.
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Pulley Selection Chart for use with Electric motors
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Here are practical pointers which will help farmers add years to the life of
and make farm equipment last longer and do more work.
electric motors
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Use lubricants sparLubricate correctly
ingly. Avoid over-oiling, as this may injure
insulation. Do not oil bearings while motor is
running. Wipe off spilled oil. Inspect oil
supply regularly and keep to proper level.
housing
Check ball bearings once a year
should be kept one third to one half full of
special ball-bearing grease. Never use ordinary cup grease.
.

.

.

.

.

.

Keep commutators clean ... If brushes

spark,

commutators may be worn or dirty. Clean
by gently pressing 2,0 sandpaper, attached
to stick, against commutator while motor is
running. This will polish commutator bars and
improve brush contact. Never use emery
cloth. If commutator is worn in ridges or out
of round, have armature removed and commutator turned down by experienced repair man.

Adapted from Georgia Farm Bulletiu 407
life and greater production,
farm equipment should be inspected regularly and kept in the best possible condition. Knives should be kept sharp and
properly adjusted. Shafts should be correctly aligned and bearings well lubricated.

For longer

Proper operating speeds are important
for excessive speed is not only dangerous, but wastes power and may destroy
the machine. This can be avoided by

.

.

.

proper selection of pulleys, as explained in
the chart above. Manufacturers' recommendations for machine and belt speeds
should be carefully followed at all times.

Protect motor windings

.

.

.

Dirt in windings

and ability of motor to
Clean the motor windings occa-

restricts ventilation

cool itself.
sionally with vacuum cleaner or air hose.
Proper location or shielding of motors will
help keep them clean and dry. Totally en-

closed motors should be used where excessive
moisture, hazardous dust, or explosive vapors
ore present.

Avoid overloading motor

Heat caused by
excessive or continuous overload may destroy motor windings and bearings. Temporary overload will do no harm if motor is
allowed to cool off during normal operation.
Overload protective devices should be added
if not built into motor. Motors should be
carefully applied to job. Often the motor
load may be reduced by changing pulleys.

© Westinghouse
Weitinghouie

tlectric

A Manufacturing Company,

.

.

gives valuable information on the selection, care, and use of electric motors.
will also send any of 12 free Farm

We

Bulletins describing the wartime use
of electricity on the farm. Just check
the ones you want and mail the cou-

pon, now.

Westinghouse Electric & Mro. Co., Room 1410,
306 Fourth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa. (Dept. AC-122)
Pleise send mi the free copy of "Farm Motors" booklet (
also free
)
Bulletins on the application of electricity to the subjects checked below.
.
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Cooking. Canning, and Preservation of Food
Handicraft Q Home Improvement

n Crops Dairy Cattle
D Rural Electrification

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
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GET THIS FREE LITERATURE!
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Our cover picture was photographed by Mr. J. A.
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a

bacteriological

preparation.

The slow development of the science of agriculture
was due to the lack of suitable microscope.
Antony van Leeuwenhoek was the world's first
By 1783 he had developed a micgreat microscopist.
roscope with a magnification of 300 diameters.
In 1844 Dolland developed the principle of the oil
immersion objective. This development gave a marked
incres.se in the magnifying power of the microscope.
In 1870 Abbe developed the sub-stage condenser.
This device is a supplementary lens located beneath the
stage of the microscope for the purpose of converging
the rays of light from the mirror, thus giving a much
At the
better illumination than that previously had.
present time the modern daylight microscope has a
a magnificaion of approximately 3000 diameters.
Without the microscope the important soil processes of ammonification, nitrification, and nitrogen fixation would probably have never been worked out.. Nitrogen, generally speaking, is the limiting factor of
crop production, and an understanding of the above
processes is extremely important in agriculture.
After the development of the microscope we learned how to determine the numbers and types of microorganisms in the soil and the conditions favoring the
growth of the various important physiological groups.
In the last analysis the development of modern agriculture has depended as largely on the microscope as
has the development of the science of medicine.

A. B.
E.

South

OUR COVER

IN THIS ISSUE

—
—
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REGRETS
At present, there is an increasing possibility of the
army taking over some 250 colleges in the nation's war
effort.
Schools in which such a system will be used
have not been designated by the War Department. However, Clemson officials feel certain that Clemson will
be included, as it has been ranked as a distinguished
military college for

many

years.

In the event that Clemson is taken over by the
army for special training of soldiers, it will be impossible to continue with the publication of the Agrarian.
It is the retiring staff's sincerest hopes that the
Agrarian may not reach a permanent ending, but that
it will always find a place in the Clemson tradition.

Although we contemplate this issue as being the
last one for sometime, a new staff will be appoinnted
to continue publication in case it is deemed practical in
the future.

We

wish to express our gratitude to our advertisand all others who have made the publication of the Agrarian possible.

ers, faculty
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Guest Editorial
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seems to be useless
to ma n y people.
Nevertheless
the

ing
\v

a

if

first

dur-

world

where had thought
m ore a b o u t the

modities.
Before that time, however, farm prices,
unless arbitrarily controlled, are likely to be as high
as the general price level. This suggests two ideas:
(1) to apply price controls to farm products and

postwar w o r 1 d it
would not necessarily have slowed

down
ities

the

and

war
it

activ-

might

have saved the
peace.

D.

There was

f

o

W. Watkins,

Clemson

a plan

for the peace

director

Agricultural

of

Exten-

sion Service.

1

however not enough
world war
lowing
make it a
people in the world understood it to
thought
nor
much
talked
not
had
They
people's plan.
much about anything except winning the war and
assumed to
holding their individual places in a world
late to begin distoo
was
It
henceforth.
stable
be
peace alter
cussing peace and so making it a people's
organized
as
well
as
nations
and
ended,
the war had
thengroups within nations appropriated the peace to
the

first

selfish uses.

Most thinkers on

we

are

discussing

W. Watkins

During the immediate postwar period the production of goods will gradually catch up with the
current buying power of the population of this and
other countries. When this occurs we shall pass into
Then
the third postwar period mentioned above.
unless controls are effective there will be a business
recession.
Ordinarily this will be characterized first
of all by a sudden drop in the prices of farm com-

every-

people

r

By D.

Between the first world war armistice and the middle
of 1920 such an inflation set the stage for bankrupting many thousands of farmers who incurred debts
then that had to be paid or foreclosed later.

will be

e

f

i

-

to

as

three

WAR AND THEN...

THE
Discussion

RARIAN

A

subject divide the period
three parts: (1) the war,

this

into

postwar
period, and (3)
(2) immediate postwar
the war
Until
peace.
to
period after adjustment back
ends much money will be in circulation constituting
Just recently Leon Hendera pressure for goods.
whereby people cou d
system
a
son was advising
buy certificates to be cashed in for semi-durable
goods as soon as possible after the war. The basic
caused
idea is to relieve the present buying pressure
cash
by a scarcity of goods and a large circulation ot
s
President
the
with
line
in
assume
us
money. Let
expressed hope that the war will end successfully
A recent survey oy Slichter,
for the Allies in 1944.
published in the Harvard Business Review, estimates
will
that this "deferred demand" in the United States
by the middle of 1944 amount to fully 2b billion
abroad it
dollars worth of goods and things, while
it will
think
borne
dollars,
billion
will amount to 40
take a year to supply this deferred demand and
others that it will take as many years after the war
This is the period which is
as the war itself lasts.
most dangerous from the standpoint of inflation.

thereby keep them abnormally low during and immediate!}' after the war will mean a shortage of such
products which will last until a business depression
equalizes the controlled price with the price based on
demand and (2) because of the many uncertainties involved the safest course for the individual farmer is
usually to incur only such debts as may be paid currently and to pay off old standing debts as opportunity
;

permits.

Will tariffs be lowered after this war? This subject needs to be carefully re-analyzed by capital and
labor, not only from our standpoint as a creditor nation and as a key problem in future world peace, but
also

from the future

self interest of all

concerned.

Many i;>ostwar factors cannot be discussed here,
but a few of them are worthy of mentioning. Cheaper synthetic nitrogen fertilizers will boost agriculture in this area in the third period. However cotton,
now a world crop not a southern monoply, will not
pay as well as the production of some other crops on
such soils as are suited to the production of these
other crops. The trends to other types of farming
already under way will be hastened. Mechanization
of agriculture with family-sized tractors and improved
equipment is bound to grow rapidly. Farm electritication of which we have had a taste will be completed
and highly utilized.
Home refrigerated foods will
gradually replace home canned foods, and toods generally will be appreciated more for their protective and
health values, livestock and farm leeas of more eiticient types and varieties will come into common use.
Pamily tarming will require more operating capital.
Farm people will cease to be isolated and will further
develop group organization by exchanging some tancied freedom for a chance to sit at the economic table
with labor and capital.
Such group organization,
however, both among labor and tarm people should
tend to fall more and more within the framework of
the general welfare rather than be of a narrowly
selfish type.
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A Poland China Breeder
By

Mr. Moss

says, "In raising hogs

T. C.

one must

Moss, '43

Three miles northeast

of

most number of pounds of pork
amount of feed."

strive to raise the

in the shortest period of time on the least

Cameron,

located the farm of
As his father before him.
T. C. Moss.
Mr. Moss not only advocates but practices diversified farming.
Carolina,

Si ulli

is

Since I'M-' the Government has cut
the cotton acreage considerably and thus
caused thousands of acres of land in the
South to he thrown out or to he used for
There seems to lie no
other purposes.
better way to utilize this land than to
grow feeds to \vc<\ well bred livestock.

When the change in southern agriculture came, Mr. Moss had no trouble
whatsoever of making his farm fit into
the new program.
Twenty-seven years
ago Mr. Moss had decided that he wanted a purebred hoy to market his home
grown strain, and ever since he has
been working to improve and better the
Poland China
hog in southern agriculture. He selected the Poland China breed because he thought that
breed had more possibilities of being what both
wanted and needed.
Mo^s
Mr.
realiezd that there was no use to begin a herd without a sound foundation.
He knew
that "blood would tell" and that a strong individual
tended to produce a strong individual.
He bought
his first Poland China sow from C. C. Porter, Platsburg, Missouri. This sow was sired by Liberator and
out of Ilarrion's Big Bob. She raised eight pigs, and
it
was this litter that laid the foundation of Mr.
A loss\ herd.
this

the breeder and farmer

Mr. Moss believes in line breeding and the same
type and same line of breeding has been constantly
used in his herd.

Upon
Up
it

foundation Mr. Moss has built
herd of Poland Chinas to such an extent that
considered one of the best in the South.
this

solid

his
i-

For
circuit

a

number

covering

Maryland State

of years his herd went on a show
ten state fairs
beginning at the
Fair, going as far west as the Ken-

tucky State Fair, down to the Southeastern Fair at
Vtlanta and winding up at the State hair in Columbia,
lb- always won his full share of blue ribbons.
An exceptional record was made b\ a boar, Pio2nd. who was made grand champion at
nine out of the ten state fairs.
This boar was a di
danl of the herd's first blood line.
For
'In- pasl
ears his showings have been exclusive
ly on barrows.
For the past two wars at the
tock Show in Florence, South Carolina.
his harrows have won mosl of
the firsts and all
championships, including both reserve and grand
'

I

The
ban
thai

eighed

past
ar tin
reserve champion
two hundred pounds on the day
i

.id.

Sow bred by

T. C. Moss, Sr., Cameron, S. C.

COURTESY

S.

C.

EXTENSION SERVICE

Mr. Moss emphasizes feeding. He grows all of
supplement and the conmixture he feeds.
His
chief feeds are corn. oats, wheat, pasture, protein
supplement and a mineral mixture. He has found

his feed except the protein
stituents for the mineral

that hulled oats
pigs just weaned.

is

an exceptionally good

A balanced

diet

is

iwd

for

essential.

A few years ago Mr. Moss was awarded a
Master Farmer Degree. His work and constructive
breeding with his herd of Poland China bogs was
one large reason why he got this award. Mr. Moss
has also been awarded a Certificate of Merit b\
Clemson College for the work he has done with
hogs.

Mr. Moss advocates sanitation

in the raising of
that the hoi; is the dirtest
of all animals, hut quite on the contrary, the hog is
the cleanest of all animals.
"Clean lots, rotation ol
lots, grazing, plenty of fresh water and clean farrowing pens are essential." says Mr. Moss.

hoys.

Main people think

In the past few years Mr. Moss's herd has been
headed h\ such outstanding individuals as Admiration
These hoars combine the
Mixer and Monarch.
\s
greatest bloodlines in Poland China breeding.
has been his practice in the past. Mr. Moss will again
hold a bred ^ilt sale on the first Wednesday in Feb-

ruary.

Mr.

Moss's

choicest

raiser and breeder is,
the hog is to market
eight) per cent of the

hit

of advice

to

the

hog

"Remember the purpose of
home grown feed and that

cost of tin- hog is the feed
he consumes.
Uways remember that tin- ultimate
end <>f the hog is the pork hard. s,. strive to raise
the most number of pounds ^i pork in the shortest
period of time on the least amount of feed."
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Dehydration In The
DehydrationVExperiments Are

Now

Revealing

By H.

An
home

experimental dehydrator designed and built for

is

one of the oldest known methods of
There are no definite records

preservation.

when it first was used, but history shows that it
was used in the ancient times to some extent. Early
settlers of this country dried most of their food so
that they could store it away for use when fresh
food was not available. Ice boxes, refrigerators, etc.
were not heard of then. They could not use glass

of

to can food in because they had very
few glass containers and what they did have were
Canning in tin was not
used for other purposes.
heard of at that time; so therefore, it was out of the

containers

Since that time, the more modern methods
above have been the prevailing ones.
Now that we feel a shortage of vital materials in
these modern processes, such as rubber, glass, tin.
zinc, etc., we are again turning to ideas of ancient

question.

mentioned

times.

There are many methods of preserving perishAmong these are
able and semi-perishable foods.
drying, canning, freezing and storing, each of which
has a sub-division. Drying may be done by sun dryBoth are very efing or evaporation by heating.
fective but each lias its advantages and disadvantages. Canning in glass or in tin is very effective and
relatively cheap, but with the scarcity, of rubber,
glass, tin. and zinc, it will have to be limited to a
great extent. Products in glass and tin are very convenient and are relatively easy to store and andle.
Freezing is not as favorable as drying or canning
because of the great amount of space and expensive

Storing in community freezers
involves a lot of excess handling of food and adds
expense of carrying food to and from the freezing
It is also inconvenient to people that live
plant.
Other factors that
lor some distance from the plant.

equipment needed.

Its

Home

Practical Applications In

The Home

S. Colton, '43

use.

Drying
food

Some Of

five

determine which method is used in preserving the
food depend upon the nature of the product. Asparagus should not be dried, potatoes can be kept without
canning, peas should not be stored, and ca' bage is
Some of these products
not adapted to freezing.
can be preserved by two or more of these methods,
so therefore, the method used is left up to the individual desires, governed by the time and equipment
available and personal preferences.
After taking all of the above facts into consideration, any method of preserving food which eliminates or reduces the need for such items as are essential for other needs is worth careful consideration.
The equipment needed for drying is not expensive
and can be built by anyone who can use a hamm r
and saw. provided he does not go to the extreme in
trying to get 100 per cent effeciency from the equipment.
Why do we dry our foods? First, to cut down on
growth of bacteria and molds which are the two
main causes of spoilage in raw food. If the water is
removed, the growth of these bacteria is prevented.
Drying is one of the must effective methods but
must be done correctly so that a palatable and nutriP>est results come from
tive product is obtained.
exposing the food to dry air having a sufficiently
high temperature as to assume fairly rapid drying,
but not so high as to cook or scorch. The success
of drying depends upon four things:
(1) The quality of the product to be dried
(2) The protection
of the product against dust and insects while drying:
(3) The completeness and speed of the drying; and
Drying
(4) The correct storage of the dried product.
should not be considered a method of utilizing inferior products. If they are not good enough to can.
freeze, or use fresh, they are not good enough to
dry.
Food that is to be dried needs just as careful
preparation as if it were to be canned or frozen.
Better results are obtained when the product
brought directly from the orchard or garden, correctlv prepared, and dried in the shortest possible time.
Finally, we dry food to save the nutritive value and
the original flavor. This can best be done by steaming the product for a few minutes before drying.
Steaming also saves the soluble food material, checks
the ripening process and also hastens the drying
;

i:-

process.

Among the more common products dried, we
find apples, apricots, cherries, peaches, peas, plums,
figs, beans, corn, kale, pumpkin, okra. squash, parsUndoubtedly, there are
ley, celery leaves, and sage.
other fruits and vegetables which may he dried but
under the present conditions, it is doubtful whether
the home maker should risk large quantities of other
Small trial amounts
products as an experiment.
might well be dried, however, in anticipation of more
extensive drying in the future.
ful

There are two main factors involved in successThese are: (1) The temperature of the

drying.

Continued on next page

<
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surrounding the product and (2) The rate of air
movement. Warm, dry air moving over the exposed
surfaces of the product to lie dried will absorb moisture from it. The higher the temperature of the air.
the more moisture will be absorbed; and the greater
the air movement, the faster the moisture will be
Air at a temperature of H2 degrees
carried away.
will carry over twice as much moisture as 62 degree
air while air at 130 degrees has over eight times the
Exmoisture carrying capacity of 62 degree air.
periments have shown that the most successful drying usually is accomplished when the air temperaTemperatures
ture is between 120 and 160 degrees.
below 120 degrees result in slow drying and permits
a certain amount of deterioration to take place beStarting temfore the product is dried completely.
peratures over 160 degrees may cause, to some extent, "cooking" which in turn results in an inferior
product. Best results are obtained in most cases by
starting the drying operation at about 135 degrees
and if possible, gradually increasing the heat up to
160 degrees. This is not always possible but for products which require a high finishing temperature, a
few moments in the oven after they have been removed from the drier will suffice. Too much heat
air

the start causes excessive (Irving of the outside
surface, thereby, retarding evaporation of moisture
This is particularly true in the
From the inside.
case of halved fruits.
at

—

There are two main methodds of drying one by
utilizing the heat from the sun and the other by the
use of artificial heat.
Each of these two main
methods has several variations. Adquate air movement is essential in both methods. One of the main
cause> of unsatisfactory drying is insufficient air

I

A X

Heat all products for 30 minutes at a temperato 180 degrees F. to proture from 150 degrees
tect from infestation by certain kinds of beetles and

F

moths.
Fruits are ready to move from the drier when
A'egetables should
thely are tough and leather}-.
be rigid and brittle. If in doubt as to whether material is dry enough, leave it in the drier a little longer,
but at a reduced temperature. As long as the temperature is held low enough, there is not much
danger of food becoming too dry.

Dried fruits and vegetables

will

keep for a year

or longer if sealed in moisture proof containers and
stored in a cool. dark, dry place. Examine the food
If there is any sign of moisture, reoccassionally.
heat to 165 degrees and reseal.

Some of the best containers include glass jars,
cans, tin boxes, or heavy paper and cloth bags
dipped in parafin or beeswax.

tin

Dried foods are best if containers are packed full
and food used a short time after opening. For that
reason, it is well to store food in small amounts.
To prepare the food for table use. soak for
several hours or overnight in cold or warm water.
Cook the food in the same water that it was soaked
in.
Simmer until tender, being careful not to boil.
then prepare as described.
This information was gotten from Extension
Circular 709, published by the University of Nebraska and from circular 216, published by Clemson
College as prepared by the United States Department
of Agriculture and from experiments made by the
author.

movement and

lack of uniformity of the air flow.
types of driers must be so constructed that the
air moves over or through the entire tray or trays
of food, and is not short circuited through any particular part of the drier.
All

MARETT FARM 6?
SEED COMPANY

Probably the simplest process is to expose the
product to the direct rays of the sun on a screen
covered frame supported so as to encourage the
flow of air through it. Cover with screen or cheese
cloth to keep out dust and insects.

Plant Breeders In Field Seeds
I:

Effective drying can be done in this manner but
is tin- slowest of all methods.
it
Success depends on
several factors: first, the temperature must remain
high and second, the air must be dry over a period
of several days.

Meat
tively

if

•

:

;

COTTON -BARLEY -WHEAT -OATS

j

|

K.

Breeder and

\

A. Marett,

Diverting Plant

Manager

from the sun can be utilized more effectrays of fruits or vegetables can be placed
\

under glass with proper control of

air

he

storing dried products, the) should
This is done l>\ placing the product
conditioned.
into deep containers and stirring each day for eight
If food is too moisl after conditioning,
ten days.
return to dry
lief'. re

W.

T. McClure,

Lt.

W.

Sr., Plant Breeder

circulation.

Artificial heat may be obtained for drying from
the ordinary wood-coal kitchen range or even better
b) the use of electricit) because a more even heal
can he maintained and also because of continuous apThis results in more rapid drying.
plication of heat.
It is also more convenient because it can be connected to an) accessive convenience outlet.

!;•

T. McClure,

Jr., Plant Breeder,

(Now

i

in

armed

services)

;;

!

I

S.

J.

Hadden,

Plant Breeder

:

I)

Westminster,
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::: :::::::

S.

C.

1

@
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Grain Sorghums for South Carolina
A

Profitable Substitute for
By J. B. Pate, '43

Corn

COURTESY

S.

C.

EXTENSION SERVICE

Sorghum such as this is far more drought resistant than corn.
The average yield of corn in South Carolina is grain is desired, and for these cases there are certain dual purpose selections which can be found to
very low. There is need for a crop to be used as a
meet this need best.
Grain sorghums may he the
substitute for corn.
answer to this need. Barley is being grown in the
In normal growth sorghums require as much
place of corn in some instances, hut barley requires
water as corn. During periods of drought they go
a rather fertile soil to get maximum production.
into a state of dormancy, and after rain they will reThe low fertility level of South Carolina soils may
sume growth. Corn does not have this ability and
Sorghums also have twice
be a limiting factor in the growing of barley.
will fail during a drouth.
roots
unit of primary roots
secondary
many
per
as
Grain sorghums are known as the grain crop
primary roots may
number
of
although
the
corn,
as
the
of
region
of the dry hot Southern Great Plains
be the same. They also have less leaf area exposed
corn
ideal
an
he
called
it
may
hut
United States,
for the transpiration of water.
substitute crop in all dry land regions or where a
The
produced.
Where there is much rain, varieties of grain
successful crop of corn cannot he
sorghums with an open type of head should be grown
total amount of rainfall in this state is uncertain.
rather than those with a compact type of head.
and the soils have a low water holding capacity.
There is a tendency for the compact type of seed
These factors often cause unsatisfactory yields of
head to mold even rot during wet periods in late
Grain sorghums are more drought and heat
corn.
summer or fall. When the head is open or spreading,
resistant than corn, and they are capable of producair can circulate through the head and keep it dry.
ing a good yield of grain in areas where corn cannot be grown.
For the past five years the South Carolina ExClemson, South Carolina has
Sorghums are generally divided into forage and penment Station at
variety
test of some of the most
been
conducting
a
grain
If grain is desired, the true
grain sorghums.
sorghums
These varieties were
gram
promising
forage
and
selected,
he
sorghum varieties should
the
time
at
at
same
and
the same rate. The
planted
sorghums should be chosen for the production of
on page ten
Continued
and
forage
Sometimes a combination of
fora-e.

T
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Presents

GEORGE HUBERT AULL,
A

Clemson

Man Who Has

©

Ph.

D.

Gone Beyond His Line Of Duty

entered the office of
The main attraction when
the head of the Clemson's Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology was Dr. George
Hubert Anil's cheerful smile and hearty hand shake.
He was completely unaware of the Agrarian's plan to
present him .and he was modestly surprised when
I

I

told

him.

Looking around the walls.
noticed a number of
famed degrees, fraternal certificates, and other documents. The sun was pouring through the Venetian
blinds, giving the whole office a sunny businesslike
I

appearance.

The interview began, and the series of events,
unfolded to me, exposed the life of a man whose time
has been and is that of perpetual, interesting activity.
in
Pomaria (Newberry County). South
Hubert Anil was reared on a farm.
He
played hard as catcher on the high school and home

Horn

Carolina.

town baseball team-.
higher education. Hubert chose Clemson.
he clearly manifested his leadership and journalistic abilities, for he
became editor of the Tiger, business manager of the
Agricultural Journal, advertising manager of the
Taps (Annual), Y. M. C. A. editor of The Chronicle,
and a member of the V. M. C. A. Cabinet.
le found
time to earn some money by washing glassware for
the botany department, minding babies for the faculty, writing essays for prizes, and painting advertisement signs, lie once earned a new suit of clothes by
merely painting some placards for a suit salesman
-taxing with Clemson's local haberdashery.

For

At

his

this early stage of his career,

1

World War
interrupted, and before Hubert
graduated he served as an acting supply sergeant in
the army. The day he was to be discharged, he happened to be
and by a peculiar combination of
circumstances, he was not punished, but he was honorably discharged with an extra day's pay
He
counts this ;,v one of his most interesting exI

AWOL

perience

Hubert Anil returned to Clemson and graduated
1919 with a I',. S. degree in Agriculture with a
major in Agricultural Chemistry.
in

fall of 1919, Hubert went to work on his
important job at the First District A & M
ool in Statesboro, Georgia.
He started off in a
big ua\ as teacher of agriculture, supervisor of the
ool farm, ami commandant of students.
For a
little diversion, he assisted the coach with the football team.

In the

first

Unknowingly, Su|
while observing
'

I

'in- that

around

tl

it

Vull
in

th<-

bid

for

the sale ring

at a

auctii

.ssi-tani

el

bids.

a

prize

Statesboro

would

Well, Aull merel)
bid.

Aull

and
winked

Dr. G. H. Aull, head of the Clemson Department of
Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology.

several times before discovering he had run the price
to $350.00.
Luckily someone else out bid him.

t'p

In 1920 Aull returned to his native state. South
Carolina, to teach mathematics, agriculture, and
High School.
The girls
science at the Marion
basketball team here needed a coach
Teacher Aull
took this job over. too. besides organizing and leading a troop of Boy Scouts.

—

Aull agani found himself at the Clemson Agricultural College in the summer of 1921. This time he
was to stay permanently. He started out with the
Expirment Station as Assistant Director of Research.
lie studied during the summers, and in 1*>JS he received his M. S. degree from the University of Virginia.
Then, in 1933, he was made head of the Department of Agricultural Economics in addition to
his job as Assistant Director of Research.
In 1936
he became Head of the Department of Agricultural
Economics and Rural Sociology, and retains this
Through continued study, he reposition today.
ceived his ph. D. degree from the University of Wis

consin

in

I'M/.

Except
tion

social

to accept the I. aura Spcllman Foundascience award for rest-arch and sttnh at

THE AGRA rJ A N
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the University of Wisconsin during the vear 192930 and occasional temporary leaves of ahsence for
study and service to the Federal Government, Dr.
Aull has remained faithfully with Clemson. He once
acted as Senior Administrative Officer. Land Policy
Section, for the Agricultural Adjustment Administration.
Since 1939 he has heen Economic Consultant to the Nation Resources Planning Board. These
services have contributed to the prestige of Clemson.
is active in a large number of organiThe professional associations of which he is
a member are the American Farm Economic Association, American
Economic Association, American
Political Science Association. American Academy of
Political and Social Sciences, National Tax Association, Southern Economic Association, and the Rural

Dr. Aull

zations.

Sociological Society.
His outside organizations include the Masons, of which he is past master and the
American Legion, of which he once served as post
adjutant.
He is also a former scoutmaster of the
local troop, Boy Scouts of America.
He is now a
member of the Advisory Board of the Y. M. C. A.
and of the Interstate Committee of the "Y" for
North and South Carolina. He is also president of
the Anderson Rotary Club, director of South Carolinians, Incorporated, and a member of the Board of
Trustees of Penn Normal Agricultural and Industrial

School

for

Club and

Negroes

on St. Helena Island, South
belongs to the International Torch
treasurer of the Clemson Baptist Church.

He

Carolina.
is

tion of witty jokes, a bit of art, a droll sonnet,
wistful prayer on a single page.

is

an honorary

Phi,

Gamma

member

Alpha Mu,

Agrarian.

The subject

is one in which Dr. Aull
has done considerable resubject, and perhaps his greatest
contribution to society has been in taxation work.
Governor Maybank, during his term of office, appointed Dr. Aull one of a committee of three to study
and report on the fiscal system of South Carolina.
Dr. Aull is author of a number of tax studies including Taxation and Ability to Pay, Some Inequalities in the Assessment of Farm Real Estate, and The
Probable Economic Effects of a Homestead Exemption Act on Public Revenue in South Carolina.

of taxation

most interested.
search work on the

is

He

As a journalist. Dr. Aull has not limited himself
to writing on taxation work alone but has written on
land
planning, agricultural programs,
and farm
philosophy. He is author of A Brief History of The
South Carolina Experiment Station, and Rural Land
Holdings in South Carolina.
One time he wrote
about South Carolina agriculture for inclusion in one
of a set of agricultural encyclopedieas.
Incidentally,
for writing this summary he received a set of these
encyclopedieas plus a substantial check.

Married in 1922, Dr. Aull has since become the
His daughter,
one son and a daughter.
Anne, goes to the Clemson-Calhoun public schools
and his son, George, is a junior at Clemson. Both
father of

are talented musicians.
Dr. Aull is keenly interested in his scrapbook in
which he pastes poems, jokes, and pictures that interest him.
He does not segregate his moods from
one page to the other but perhaps has a conglomera-

and a

In his home Dr. Aull has a wood shop where he
can practice his talent as an amateur cabinetmaker.
He once collected stamps, but his daughter has since
taken over this collection. Hiking, fishing and hunting are extremely pleasant past times to him.
He
purchased 25,000 acres of land for the Federal Govednment in 1935-36 which he thought perhaps might
be used as a "hunter's paradise" for Clemson professors.
Ironcally, Clemson officials now in charge decided to let the wild life live, and the land is reserved
as a game sanctuary.

The way the Clemson campus is sometimes littered with refuse is a pet peeve with Dr. Aull. If
the cadets would cooperate, he believes a lot could
be done toward keeping the campus in a neater looking state.
Those who know Dr. Aull admire him for his
wise judgements and thoughtful advice. His ability
to speak interestingly and intelligently to any group
large or small is another admirable trait of his. As
for

his

journalistic

ability,

there

is

sufficient

evi-

den from the things he has written that he is quite
capable as an author.
With his devoted and incessant earnestness in
all of his tasks, he has accomplished much in bringing valuable service, prestige, and honor to the state
and college. For his many brilliant achievements,
we are indeed proud to have him a part of Clemson
and the Clemson tradition.
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Of the Clemson College

organizations. Dr. Aull
of the Blue Key, Phi Kappa
and faculty adviser for The
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ATTAINING LEADERSHIP
There is hardly anyone who does not admire a
well developed, healthy, physical being.
One does
not have to have the physique of Atlas, but he should
at least be healthy and have a body which will respond favorably to physical work and play. Because
admiration is one of the prerequisites to leadership,
it is important that a prospective leader develop himself physically.
Wholesome food, ample sleep, and
systematic exercising will be helpful.
"All brawn and no brain" is a commonplace state-

ment

critically

made about some men, and

it

is

In order to lead others, we must have a
definite knowledge and the desire for new knowledge
A condition
in our respective fields of leadership.
where one would try his leadership abilities without
sufficient mental ability and training would be similar to the proverbial "blind leading the blind."
Our social contacts are extremely important in
We gain
developing our leadership personalities.
new ideas and outlooks, thus enabling us to cope
with problems in a satisfactory manner. In many
of our social gatherings, we are often able to develop
our speaking ability which is so essential in leaderAssociating with many types of people finds
ship.
us better able to "get along with others."
God shows us the way, and without His help we
would be unsuccessful leaders. There are those who
do not adhere to the Christian ideals and who claim
to be leaders, but they are respected by only a small
minority. Christ, whose name has lived through the
ages, is our best example of a most successful leader
often true.

therefore, we who live a life of Love and Truth will
be benefited in our efforts of leadership.

-
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CLEMSON FELLOWSHIP CLUB CLINIC
Clinic Contributes Valuable Service

By

J.

It had been felt by the residents of the Clemson
College campus that a clinic of some sort was needed.
The lack of proximity of a town of any size to
treat patients made the clinic an absolute necessity.
The Clemson Fellowship Club, composed of 65 members which represent all activities of the college and
community, took a dee]) interest in this propect and
on January 3. 1939 opened the clinic for the first

time.

The clinic is used for three purposes. It gives
care to babies and prenatal cases, it is used for veneral disease control, and for immunizations.
A different day in the week is devoted to each of these.
open to all who desire to make use
of it. and there is no charge except for syphilis control which is only ten cents per shot.

The

clinic

is

The personnel of Oconee and Pickens County
Health Department furnish professional service.
The medicine and supplies are furnished by the S. C.
Department of Public Health, and The Fellowship
Club furnishes the clinic. It pays for the upkeep and
incidental expenses which are incurred.
Dr. C. E. Ballard of Pickens is in charge of the
professional work of the clinic, and he is assisted
by Dr. F. J. Bryson of Liberty who does most of the
professional work at Clemson.
Mrs. W. H. Gray
of Clemson is Nurse's Aid in active charge of the
clinic.
She gives her services without compensation.

persons

All

who

handle

campus are checked

on the college
and those free from

food

periodically,
disease are given health cards.

treatment of syphilis, there are two kinds
the heavy metals which are injected into the
arm and the arsenical treatment which is injected
into the hip. These treatments are alternated until a
negative report i- found. In the heavy metals treatment, bismuth is the drug used: it is injected directly
into the tissue.
In the arsenical treatment, arsenicis used; the drug is injected directly into
the blood
stream.
observed the doctor take extreme care
to see that the drug is injected into the blood stream
tor it any of the arsenic goes into the tissues an
acute soreness will develop in the region of tinbody.
Treatment is absolutely voluntary on the
part of the patient.
Iu the three years it' has been
rating, the clinic has accomplished the following:
In thi'

used

1

1390 persons received triple typhoid inoculations.
ere vaccinated for small pox,
86
n diptheria inoculations,
•tven tuberculin tests.
piyen X-ray check for T. I',. at Pickens.

Mid-wife

H

Pre-natal
3s \\ ell bab)
'

The man who was the moving force behind
work is Ben F. Goodale connected with
Dairy Department at Clemson College.

this

There are many communities in the state and the
nation who. at a small expense, could start a clinic
like this. The time and effort would be repaid manyfold by the better health it would bring.
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Grain Sorghums For South Carolina
Continued from page seven

treatment was the same for

fertilizer

A summary

1937-1941

varieties.

follows:

Yield in Bushel Per Acre

Variety

Hegari
Schrock (Sagrain)

47.5
43.5
43.3

Blackhull Kafir
Pink Kafir

The

all

of these varieties during

of the yields

the five-year period

fertility

39.0
level of the

soils

where these ex-

periments were carried on is above the average
South Carolina soil, and results as high as thse could
not always be expected.
Grain sorghums should be planted about
days after the ordinary planting date for corn.

ten
Six

pounds of seed per acre should be planted in
rows from three to four feet wide.
About 300
pounds of a complete fertilizer per acre should be
applied at time of planting.
The crop ought to be
given shallow cultivation during the summer.
to ten

The feeding value of grain sorghum averages
about 90 per cent of that of corn. When properly
supplemented with feeds rich in protein, calcium,
and vitamins A and 1). the grain sorghums are exThe grain sorghums
palatable than corn.
Better reults are obtained if grain sorghums are
ground before being icd to all stock except sheep.
cellent for all classes of stock.

are

sometimes

Certainly
trial

slightly

grain

by farmers

less

sorghums

who farm

should
dry up-land

be
soil

given

a

and who

need more feed for their livestock herds.

THE AGRARIAN
The "four freedoms" of the great democracy of
4-H Clubdom are the freedoms of head. hand, heart
and health.

THE AGRARIAN
Make

clini<

mote than

the market want your qualit) of product
it
wants the other producers and you have

no competition.

clii

Blood

l„, ,itive

rds

all

the

Anyone may visit the clinic whenever it is open
which is on Tuesday and Friday afternoon, and the
first Thursday of every month.

clin;.

Syphilha

To Clemson

L. Schaffer, '43

issu,-,L

treatmi

vcn.

\\

asserman
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Gentle suggestion to hog producers:
Don't
share the meat with swine diseases and pests
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NEWBERRY TURKEY FARM
A

Clemson

Man Became

Successful

By H.

One

By Growing Turkeys

L. Parr, '43

South's largest turkey
located in Newberry
County where the owner. Waldo Huffman, hatched and sold over one hundred thousand poults last season. The
of

the

breeding farms

is

breeding flock consists of around 5.500
hens and toms of the broadbrested bronze
strain.

M r Huffman attended Clemson
where he majored in dairying. Upon
graduation, he engaged in dairying and
.

poultry raising on a small scale, but
later he became supervisor of the Poul-

Department at Thornwell OrphanWhile there he had his first exAs the
periences in raising turkeys.
business grew and it became necessary

try

age..

Huffman decided to come
Newberry and go in the turkey buiness

to enlarge, Mr.
to

scale.
for himself on a large
&

,

,

,

Bronze strain of turkeys.
COURTESY S. C. EXTENSION SERVICE
He began in a small way with one incubator and they are immediately stored in a cool cellar where
they are graded and put in crates until placed in the
a flock of a thousand birds on a farm that had room
incubators. The eggs are set so that there are two
In three years time his business infor expansion.
hatchings per week during the regular hatching seascreased until last year he' was able to sell one hunon
Twenty-one hundred eggs are set for each setdred thousand poults.
ting. The poults have been sold even before the eggs
The broadbrested bronze strain of turkey origiare a [^
nated in the Northwest in the states of Washington
The poults Mr. Huffman keeps for himself for
and Oregon, and Mr. Huffman was the first to inbreeding purposes are placed in a brooder house
This breed of turkey
troduce them in the South.
16 by 200 feet which has a capacity of about 3,500
has several advantages over most of the other breeds,
poults
at a time.
The house contains 14 rooms, each
per
forty
with
breasts
bigger
have
namely: they
equipped with an electric brooder, running water,
cent more meat, shorter legs and blockier bodies;
wire floors, and a sun porch. They are kept in these
they mature faster and bring a higher market price.
houses for ten weeks before their feet are allowed to
Mr. Huffman brings in new blood each year in
come in contact with the ground. Before being, put
hatching eggs, thus keeping his breeding up 'and reout on the range, they are vaccinated for pox. The
ducing the possibility of spreading disease.
grazing on the range consists for the most part of
corn and soybeans. The young turkeys are protected
Mr. Huffman begins his hatchery about FebruThe breeding by range shelters until they become accustomed to
ary first and ends about June 15.
remaining outside, which usually requires around ten
flock is put in two large sheds where they are predays.
Young turkeys are very susceptible to dispared for the laying season. During the early part
ease ,so Mr. Huffman takes every precaution to keep
of the laying season lights are turned on about 4
the turkeys from being subjected to contagious dis-~
o'clock in the morning to lengthen the day, thus
By eases. The chicken is a very harmful disease carrier
bringing the turkeys into early production.
to turkeys, therefore, Mr. Huffman doesn't have a
starting the hens laying, the poults have a longer
chicken on his farm.
The feeders and water contime to grow and get a start before hot weather
tainers are built on runners which allow them to be
comes, thus getting a bigger turkey.
moved to fresh ground fairly easily.
Mr. Huffman finds that hens start laying sooner
While the birds are on the range, they are careThis being
and lay more eggs than older hens.
fully watched day and night. They are changed from
the case, he sells all of his old turkeys when the
field to field very often to prevent disease from cornlaving season expires and raise a young breeding
hig in, and Mr. Huffman says that they have a very
saves
this,
he
doing
year.
By
for
coming
flock
the
low mortality rate. They are never put back on the
a lot of feed and labor and also has a chance to
-

[

clean up his breeding pens and isolate
the next laying season.

m,

them before

..|,.i. ,,,1,;^
k
wlucli
baskets
The eggs are gathered in
allows the air to circulate through them and then
.1

,

•

wire^
-

same

field

under a year's time,

The Huffman farm

consists of a nice 135 acre
is in cultivation and

farm, a hundred acres of which

Continued on page sixteen
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BETWEEN THE
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY

JANUARY FARM HINTS
1. Be sure your cotton planting seed for 1943 was
bred to produce staple at least one inch in length or
longer. 2. Test seed for germination and plant only
3. If sufficient
seed that test at least 80 percent.
oats was not planted during fall to meet farm needs,
4. Clean up
plant this month, weather permiting.
hedge rows and wood patches between fields.
6. Plan for
5. Spread limestone if not already done.
more food crops, not only for farm needs, but for a

surplus to

sell.

THE AGRARIAN

HORTICULTURAL ADVICE
1.
Prepare hotbeds, and coldframes to be able
have abundance of sweet potato, cabbage, tomato,
pepper, and other plants for your victory garden.
Plant English peas (in lower part of state) if
2.
3. Prepare land for Irish potasoil is in condition
4. Prune fruit trees
toes, and order certified seed.
and vines preparatory to spraying with oil emulsion-

to

.

Bordeaux or lime-sulfur.
if

soil

is

in

condition.

5.

6.

Plant fruit trees at once,
all new orchards

Terrace

before planting.

THE AGRARIAN
INSECTS AND DISEASES
1.

Plan to treat cotton seed before planting.

Continue cleaning orchards to destroy fallen
fruit and limbs to control disease.
will control warbles in backs of
3. Rotenone
2.

1.

Balance corn for hogs with

Allow beef cattle ample cheap roughage.
For fall calves turn bull with cows about
January 15.
4. Give idle mules free access to roughage, but
2.

cut the grain to a half ration.
5. See that all classes of livestock have shelter.
with extra bedding for cold nights.
6. Make use of barley, rye and oats for hog

and cattle grazing.
7. Repair the pasture fences.

THE AGRARIAN

DAIRYING
1.

Make

inventory of livestock, feed, and equip-

ment.

Decide now whether you will have silage next
and plan for its production.
3. Analyze herd records and decide where you
can improve in management and feeding.
4. Repair pasture fences, clean out undergrowth,
and stop washes in pastures.
5. Plan now for improving permanent pastures
and for summer crops to supplement permanent pas2.

fall

tures.
6. Start
the new year right by keeping daily
milk and feed records on each cow.
Make January
a planning month for the coming rear.

5.

THE AGRARIAN

Do

not burn woods to control insects.
Apply dormant spray to peach trees for San

POULTRY

Jose Male and leaf curl.
6.

Examine

cattle

for

1.

lice,

and ask the county

agent about the new dust for lice.
7 Order certified Irish potato seed.
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NEW YEAR RESOLUTIONS
will get permanent "farm relict" from building
better soils.

meal, skim-

3.

cattle.
4.

fish

milk, or tankage.

Mate breeders

for

hatching eggs.

Make

special breeding pen for best hens and
pedigreed male to produce cockerels for next year's
2.

matings.
3. Provide breeders with green range.
4. Get ready
for baby chicks.
5. Move brooder houses
to new ground before

1

starting chicks.

THE AGRARIAN

will market more of my farm products in the
I
form of livestock.
will manage my farm work by old Ben Franklins shrewd advice:
"Drive thy business; Let not

AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING

th\

pairs and order repair parts now.

I

business drive thee."
will not gamble with yields l>\ using poor seeds
and following unintelligent fertilizing practices.
will cooperate with others wherever possible,
in community progress,
marketing of products or
what not
will, despite failures and clarnities tliat
nia\
trust God. seel all. nor be afraid."
cornr. "

1.

1

of

1

ery

farm

machinery

2. Arrange sheds and farm shop
machinery and equipment.
3.

1

Check over

.

To

for

needed

re-

for better care

insure efficient operation of farm machininstruction manual recommendations of

follow

lubrication, adjustment, etc.
4. Make
needed repairs

buildings,

fences ,-md gates.

and

improvements on
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FURROWS
COOPER AND COLLINGS HONORED

DRIED EDIBLE BEANS
VICTORY FOOD SPECIAL

Cooper and Dr. Gilbert H. Collings

Dr. H.
have been selected to be in the first edition of "BioIt includes
graphical Encyclopedia of the World."
and corcountries,
in
all
individuals
outstanding
the
responds to the American publication "Who's \\ ho
America" and the British publication "Who's
in
Who." Two members of the Clemson faculty will be
listed in the next edition of the "Biographical EnThese members of the faculty are
cyclopedia."
Dean H. P. Cooper of the school of Agriculture department and Dr. Gilbert H. Collings of the Agronomy department. Dr. Cooper is also listed in "Who's
Who in America" along with eight other members
of the Clemson faculty, and Dr. Collings is also
listed in "Who's Who in America" and in "Who's
Who in the Western Hemisphere."
P.

Dried edible beans will be the National Victor)
P'ood Specials during the week of January 18-23. according to notice received here by the Clemson Extension Service from Southern Regional Administrator James H. Palmer of the Agricultural Marketing
Administration.
grocers, wholesalers, producer organizaand other food trade groups in the South are
being asked to make sure that sufficient supplies of
dried beans are at hand locally and all are joining
in an effort to direct consumer attention to this
cheap, abundant source of proteins.
Pointing out that military and Lend-Lease needs
Retail

tions,

;

are plentiful so that our doughboys can
"the best fed soldiers in the world."

3-5

partment of Agriculture, Raleigh, North Carolina,
secretary-treasurer of the association.

ASAW

The

officials

and agricul-

tural leaders generally feel that, in view of the complex problems of farm production now facing southern farmers, the 1943 convention of the association
should be a most important one.

THE AGRARIAN

ALPHA TAU SENIORS HOLD
COACHING CLASSES FOR FRESHMEN
Senior members of Alpha Tan Alpha. National
Professional Agricultural Educational Fraternity, are
holding regular coaching classes for freshmen who
are behind in courses such as English, chemistry,
The classes are held
zoology, and mathematics.
The folthree nights a week and are well-tended.
lowing members are helping with the classes: Ralph

Hoffman, Georgetown C. B. Lowman, Lexington
W. S. Jackson, Manning; L. R. Cox, Moncks Corner:
and R. M. Richbourg, Camden.
L. E. Pence, Tatum
include
C. H. Brown, Travelers
members
Other
Rest; W. A. Collins, Mullins N. J. Thomas. Knoxville, Tennessee; C. S. Hughey, Greer; W. F. Minton, Lewiston, N. C. R. E. Linder, Chapin J. E. Herlong, Saluda; and C. B. Pence, Tatum.
;

;

;

:

;

;

1943.

really

be
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Clemson Extension Service. Experiment Station.
and school of Agriculture workers will be well represented as usual at the forthcoming annual conference of the Association of Southern Agricultural
Workers, which will be held in Xew Orleans. February 3. 4, 5. 1943.
Announcement of the date of the conferences has
just been made by F. E- Miller, North Carolina De-

and executive committee of the

in

Mr. Palmer suggests that Americans at home will
be patriotic to eat more beans and other foods that

THE AGRARIAN

SOUTHERN AGRICULTURAL
WORKERS MEET FEBRUARY

take one-fourth of our food production

will

:

MORE EGGS TO
MEET WAR DEMANDS
LIGHTS FOR

Lights are one of the best means of stimulating
Farmers are urged to inwinter egg production.
crease egg production to help in the all-out war effort.

Trials have shown that the presence of light
causes increased functioning of the egg-producing
organs, and while the use of lights will not increase
the yearly egg production of hens, they will cause
hens to lay a greater number of eggs during the fall
and winter months when the price of eggs is highest.
It is not necessary to use bright lights, and it
has been found that a 15- watt bulb to each 20- foot
This
section of the house will give ample light.
Kerosene
size light does not have to be shaded.
lanterns can be used successfully for lights.
Contrary to popular belief, lights do not lower
the hatchability of eggs or the strength of chicks,
repeated trials having shown that neither morning
nor all-night lights have any such effects.

-

AG.

THE AGRARIAN

ENGINEER KILLED

IN

ACTION

E. Cottinghom. Jr. was killed in Xew Guinea
He finished Clemson in April, relast November.
ceiving his B. S. in Agricultural Engineering. While
at Clemson. J. E. Cottingham, Jr. was a member of
A. S. A. E.. Alpha Zeta (Junior and Senior years)
and the Y. M. C. A. Council (Freshman, Sophomore
Junior and Senior years).
Clemson men will not forget J. E. Cottingham.
Jr.. and we will see to it that he will not have died
J.

in

vain.
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Peanuts For Victory
Peanuts Are Pinch-Hitting For Various

By W.

War

Commodities

H. Eaddy, '44

The importance of the peanut industry in wartime has not yet heen fully realized by the American
They must be told how peanut oil serves
people.
its purpose in the manufacture of explosives so essential in our war effort and how edible oil and peanut butter are in demand for food for our armed

The government has
forces as well as for civilians.
as an important food product

recommended peanuts
for

our

men under

arms.

A much larger acreage will be necessary in 1943
than ever before to make up for shortages in our
vegetahle oil supply. About three and one-half million acres of the 1943 peanut crop will be crushed for
oil with a half million ton of meal as a by product.
Farm animals relish good peanut meal and it is an
excellent protein feed for them.
This protein is
probably nearer perfect for animal nutrition than
any other important source of plant protein. For
economical gains, hog feeders should reduce the
corn and increase peanut meal up to three-fourths
Animals receiving large proporof the total feed.
tions of peanut meal should have plenty of water
and a good mineral mixture such as one made up of
equal weights of charcoal, hone meal, ground limestone and salt.
Peanuts are usually very hard on land due to
moval of practically all the organic material,

Peanuts should

be

left

in

become well cured.
COURTESY

to

stacks
S.

C.

from four

to

six

EXPERIMENT STATION

The present condition that our country exists
These
has created a shortage of oils and fats.
important materials are essential for production of
The farmers
supplies needed by our armed forces.
peanuts in
of
production
their
asked
to
increase
are
The government guaranteed the farmers a
1943.
price of $82.00 per ton for oil purposes in 1942 and
will probably do the same this year.
in

In 1941 the peanut acreage amounted to 1,914.000 in the South with a production of .476.S45.0O0
pounds.
An acreage increase of 5,000,000 was accomplished in 1942 with a production of 2.921.950.000
The 1942 crop is expected to reach the
pounds.
1

mark

$1000,000,000

A

in

value.

amount of these peanuts were grown
manufacture of peanut oil. Alter the edible
its normal supply, the
1912 peanut crop

certain

for the

tradi
will furnish

crushed for

three or four times that quantity to be
oil.

ii

•

!

it

-

16-inch kr,ulN

tilization.

A

sandy loam is the type of soil
peanuts for commercial use.
Dark colored soils will produce large yields hut seem
to discolor the hulls.
Most of the peanuts grown for
commercial use are confined to the coastal plain
well-drained

that produces the best

section.

Higher yields are assured if peanuts are grown
where a louse surface can he maintained.
Heavy soils are improved 1>\ the practice of turning
under green manure crops or l>\ adding ground limestone.
Peanut soil requires a large amount o\ or-

on

soil

Legume crops grown in rotation are
for
this
excellent
purpose.
Verj unsatisfactory
yields are likch to OCCUre if peanuts are grown on

ganic matter.

poorly drained

Peanuts are used in making peanut candy, salted
peanuts, shortening fats, and nitroglycerine products
Nitroglycerine is a product used to a great
high explosives.
Approximate!) six tons
peanuts are used every time a battleship fires
-

es-

when peanuts

are harvested instead of being
hogged off. Best results are obtained of peanuts
when rotated with other crops or rest the land two
years out of three. To increase production farmers
are urged to plant winter legumes.
Oats make a
good winter cover crop and should be planted early
and well fertilized because peanuts receive little fertilizer and the succeeding crops require heavy ferpecially

weeks

re-

soils.

Peanuts are adaptable to a wide range of climate.
growing season of about four months
without frost, moderate rainfall, and a relatively
high temperature.
It

requires a

Mam

\

arietn

ilahh

for

1

row els

to
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choose from.

White Spanish and Improved Spanish

constitute the major part of the crop grown for the
markets in South Carolina. The Improved Spanish
has larger pods and are more vigorous plants. The
Spanish variety is easy to cultivate and produce
higher yields in South Carolina soils. If peanuts are
grown for commercial use most markets prefer the
small white Spanish hecause it contains a higher oil
content.

By the use of fertilizer on soil low in organic
Fertilizer has
matter, oeanut yields are increased.
little effect on nuts if the soil is naturally fertile.
A complete fertilizer is used profitablly if the soil is
The South Carolina Experiment
a poor sandy type.
Station recommends a 2-12-6 fertilizer for peanuts.
\n application of about 400 to 500 pounds per acre
To
is used successfully by large peanut growers.
insure a good stand, peanut seed should be of high
Usually seed is treated with Coresan. Care
vitality.
should be taken when peanuts are shelled for seed.
If the skin of the kernel is broken, it will seriously
effect germination.
High yields of Spanish peanuts are produced in
rows 24 to 30 inches apart. Six inches in drill is
commonly used. Other varieties such as the Runner
and Bunch varieties require wider rows and more
spacing.

The best peanut planting time is about the midAfter the rows
of the cotton planting season.
The
distributed.
then
is
fertilizer
the
off,
are layed
dle

planter follows along the same mark.
not be covered over \y2 to 2 inches.

Seed should

Frequent shallow cultivations are necessary to
Peanuts are usually
reduce the amount of weeds.
hoed once or twice. The use of light harrow is
recommended when the plants are small. An implement to work the soil toward the plant is generalTo
ly used during the latter period of cultivation.
be
should
effort
harvesting,
in
difficulty
prevent
made to lay by clean.
Particular attention should be paid in harvesting peanuts. Harvesting too early or too late greatYellowing of the leaves usly decreases the yields.
ually indicates maturity.

After the plants are plowed up, generally with a
turn plow, it is necessary to shake the dirt off the
plant and allow it to wilt before stacking around
The top of the stack should be
poles for curing.
capped with grass or straw. Peanuts should be left
in stacks
cured.

fifteen

from four to

six

weeks

to

become well

A mechanical picker is essential when peanuts
When nuts are
are planted on a commercial scale.
by hand.
picked
be
may
they
lots
planted in small
Storage facilities should be provided if a farmer
Peanuts
is going to raise peanuts as a cash crop.
should always be sold by actual weight rather than
by the bushel. There is a difference between the
weight of Spanish peanuts and Virginia peanuts.
The former yields more oil and is urged by the government to be planted for this purpose.

Clemson's Redevelopment Project
The Submarginal Land Surrounding Clemson College,
That Was Taken Over By The Government Is Known As
The "Cherry Farm"

By W.

B.

Camp,

Jr.,

'44

The Cherry Farm is a part of the 20.U00 acres of
land surrounding the Clemson Agricultural College
that was taken over in the recent government proand turned over to Clemson for redevelopment.
of the 20.000 acres was found too steep to farm
and was replanted to forest. However, the Cherry
Farm, which is between 500 and 600 acres in size, is
being worked as a demonstration to see if the farmable part of the project can be put on a paying basis.
ject

Most

The Cherry Farm is one of the old places in this
The Cherry family started it
part of the country.
a very fine farm, but bebeginning
was
and in the
cause they did not have control of the surrounding
area the drainage was very poor and the farm deteriorated rapidly. Now because the surrounding land
is controlled by Clemson College, it is hoped that the
land can be built back up and put on a paying basis.
Dr. H. P. Cooper, Dean of the School of Agriculture of the Clemson Agricultural College, is in charge
of this experiment. The object is to see if this land
c^n be used for the profitable raising of cash crops,
hay, and forage, also, finding out how to grow these

crops on this land.

Some critics claim that the Cherry Farm is not
sub-marginal land and therefore is not suitable for
such a demonstration, but the way the land was previously handled was definite sub-marginal.
The farm is being terraced where necessary, and
kudzu is being planted behind the terraces. Trashy
farming is also being tried to see if it cuts down ero-

On the farm is a complete shop and machinery
shed containing trucks, tractors, road equipment, and
wagons, also a small sawmill left by the government
when it was turned over to Clemson College. There
are two combines on the place, one for terrace land
and one for bottom land.
work on this farm he
since the outbreak
but
farming
power
had in mind
of the war he has been raising mules in order to con-

When

Dr. Cooper began

serve machinery. There are a total of twenty Belgian
mares on the farm, and from these he is raising mules.
There are also a number of cows that were purchased
from a Savannah dairy that are being crossed with
purebred bulls and some very fine calves are being
raised.

There are about 200 acres of open land in the
river bottom, half of which is planted to corn the
other half being in oats and hay. The corn is being
hogged off and will be rotated with small grains and
large amount of the hay is being baled and
hay.
stored away for future use.
Some of the land can now pay its own way after

A

being terraced, limed, and phosphated.
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Sweet Potato Feeding
A

Discussion

Of

A

In addition to the energy valoats.
ue of the sweet potato, there is a large carotene concentration, which is low in corn and other concen-

com. barley, or

trates.

Sweet potatoes offer a variety
stock use. The vines make good
silage, the roots may be fed green
silage, the potatoes may be dried

of forms for livegrazing and good
or converted into

from a succulent
Comparative reproduct into a concentrated feed.
sults between
sweet potatoes and silage fed to
Jerseys and Holsteins indicate that a 10 per cent increase of milk was obtained from the sweet potato
over that of the silage, which was fed at twice the
rate.
In addition. 240 pounds of silage were required to equal 100 pounds of sweet potatoes.

More

recently the dehydration of sweet potatoes
to form a product which is not subject to Spoilage,
which can be ground to flour, and which can be shipAlthough
lied to distant places has been sought.
the dehydration process merely consists of the removal of water, the equipment necessary to furnish
this process was estimated at $25.000
or too much
money to be able to render the farmer any benefit.
The Alabama Agricultural F.xperiment Stations at
\uburn. found a simple method of dchvdrating the
sweet potato.
Their process consisted of placing
sliced potatoes on an oil or asphalt surface in the
sunlight from one to two days.
This method was
readily adopted by other state colleges and institutonis and was made available to farmers for its ap-

—

method

at
left

Dairy Cattle

for

Possible Feed For Dairy Cattle
Dehydrated Sweet Potatoes As
By Jerry H. Rosenzweig, '43

The commercial introduction of the dehydrated
sweet potato as part of the dairy ration is a relatively recent development, not withstanding more than
two decades. Much emphasis lias been placed on the
sweet potato in the Southeast primarily for its nuFurthertritive value as a feed as well as a food.
more, the growth of this root is fast supplanting
other crops. As a feed, the dried sweet potato ranks
with the best of Iowa's com in feeding value, producing more energy in yield per acre than either

plication

@

very little cost.
Dehydration by this
the product completely dry and extinct

from perishability.

Dehydrated sweet potatoes are now being utias a substitute for cum and other
concentrates for the purpose of supplying a greater
amount of energ) as well as carotene. This was formerly supplied in cod liver oil, which is now too
expensive and difficult to obtain because of the war.
The average amount of carotene in the dried sweet
potato is 130 micrograms per gram or 217 International
'nits of Vitamin A. which far supercedes the

Wheat Bran, fc) 25 per cent White Corn,
(d) Beet pulp (roughage). After seven weeks on the
above mentioned ration, the milk showed very little
carotene or vitamin A.
The white corn was then
replaced by sweet potato meal, and the milk gradually increased in vitamin A content until the feeding
Similar
of the sweet potato meal was discontinued.
experiments conducted at the dairy barn show the
beneficial affect of the dehydrated sweet potato upon
In one experiment it was the only
the dairy calf.
source of vitamin A and was administered in skim
milk
in this case the calf grew well and stored

per cent

;

vitamin A in its liver. Throughout all experiments
conducted here or elsewhere the conclusions resulted
in the finding of the dehydrated sweet potato as a
palatable and nutritious feed which can be substituted for any concentrate depending upon the availability of the grain, and the type of soil best suited for
the crop.
Corn may be best applicable where the
sweet potato isn't and vice versa.

Although all preceding data highly recommend
the sweet potato as a good nutritional feed, economically it would tend to cost more than the ordinary
concentrate feed.
Generally, the cull potatoes are
used as feed for livestock whereas, the marketable
sweet potatoes are sold for human consumption,
since they command a higher price per bushel.
;
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NEWBERRY TURKEY FARM
Continued from page eleven.
is

planted

in

grain.

He

also

a mixture of
for winter grazing.

plants

and crimson clover

oats, barley,

His summer crop consists of corn and soybeans. The
birds eat the beans while the corn furnishes shade.
The entire farm is operated with a John Deere
tractor and there is only one mule on the farm. Mr.

Huffman

is

a

good farmer

as

is

bushles of grain that he produced

shown by
last

\

Mr. Huffman says that he could have sold twice
as many poults as he did last year.
There seems
to be a bright future in store for turkey farmers and
there is a real opportunity for a lot of one-crop
cotton farmers to find a new source of income.

lized extensively

I

amount contained

in

white corn.

Ill order to show the exact affects of the feels on
the carotene contenl of the milk, an experiment was
held at Clemson dairy bam comparing the nutritive
value- of the dried sweel potato with that of white
In this particular experiment, two Guernsey
placed on a vitamin low ration which con

X) pei

i

'nt

Cotton Seed Meal,

|

b) 25

the 4,000

ear.

THE ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
DEPARTMENT
of

CLEMSON COLLEGE
Purebred
Berkshire Swine
Polled

Hereford Cattle

Hampshire

and

Southdown

Sheep
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Ag- -House
Dr. Qeorge

M. Armstrong
By

"D o
known

c,"

to

as
all

son students,
tin

earliest
a

he

is

was horn

of

his

ambitions,

to

railroad engineer.

the

speaking of Mr. Sherlikeable
This
man.

known

to ride in the cab of a

field

from Appleton to

walk
i

n

P

his

classes

trips

a

i

is

r f a

was

on
born

x County,

Virginia and completed
his
grade and high

™

j

In June 1924 he became connected with the Division of Boll Weevil Control at Florence, South
Carolina.
He remained there doing research work
on cotton until 1928 when he returned to Clemson
to take up his present work of teaching and working on the life histories and control measures for
lie is now head of the Botany Deplant diseases,
partment and State Plant Phathologist for the South

school education there.

Prof Franklin S. Sherman,
Cornell head of Clemson Entomology
and Zoology Department.
University where he
He was one of the few
received his B. S. degree.
persons ever having entered the school of ento!

I

(

attended

mology with his collection already made. The University of Maryland presented him with an honorary M. S. degree.
In 1900 he became associated with the Entomology Department of the North Carolina State De-

partment of Agriculture. He remained there until
1905 when he went to Ontario Agricultural College.
Here he was professor of zoology and entomology
for a year and he says that this experience in a
He
Canadian college has been invaluable to him.
returned to North Carolina in 1906 and remained
until 1925 when he came to Clemson College to
take up his present duties.
"Pop" is now head of the Zoology and Entomology Department and State Entomologist for the
South 'Carolina Crop Pest Commission. He teaches
one class which is taken by all the juniors in the
School of Agriculture, but to those students majoring
m entomology he teaches other classes in which they

come

to

know him much

better.

all

During the last world conflict he camapigned in
North Carolina for the sale of war bonds. Though he
hasn't done any active campaigning in this war, Mr.
Sherman takes' pride in buying his share of war bonds
each month.
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman have three sons who have
The oldest,
graduated from Clemson College.
Franklin, Jr., is the only one to major in entomology.
He is now in the Sanitary Corps of the U. S. Army,
and one of the other boys is a major in the army
Air Corps in Africa. His only daughter was recently
married to a 1942 Clemson graduate who is also in
the army.
"Pop's" favorite forms of recreation are trout

Continued on page twenty

Continued on page twenty

Carolina Crop Pest Commission.

One of Dr. Armstrong's favorite hobbies is
gardening which provides both recreation for him
and delicacies for the table. He also devotes much
his spare time to the members of the campus
Boy Scout Troop. When the call for scrap paper
was sent out by Uncle Sam, "Doc" went all out for

of

defense and did his share by riding the back of a
The local salvage
truck and loading paper on it.
committee, of which he is chairman, has collected
many tons of paper and metal.
is

then you
someone is

for

His first association
«
George M. Armstrong,
head of Clemson Botany and with a public educaBackteriology Department.
t on sv stem was in Apyears old his family
nine
was
he
when
pleton, but
moved to barnwell. Soon after, scholarships were
being offered at Clemson College on the basis of com"Doc" took one of these
petitive examinations.
exams while in the tenth grade and passed with the
highest grade in a group of sixteen hoys who had
already completed high school. He entered Clemson
without having finished high school, and at the time,
he was only sixteen years old and weighed 110 pounds.
After graduating from Clemson Dr. Armstrong did
graduate work at the University of Wisconsin where
he received his M. A. degree, and later he received his
Ph. D. from Washington University in St. Louis,
Missouri.

is

that

his abitity to out-

at

Augusta, Georgia.

Mrs. Armstrong

Building

know

man who

train

ington, and the joke

halls of the Agricultural

old

realized
old

~
Dr.

you ever hear the
familiar name, "Pop,"
echoing through the
1"

1

aye of eight
ripe
when he was allowed
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Sherman

H. Cannon, '44

J.
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Prof. Franklin S.

- - -

South Carolina

1893.
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Personalities
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a native of Seattle,
told that "Doc" had to
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Electricity For
"Factors

To Be Considered

Sweet Potato Curing And Storing
In

The Design Of
By

EDITOR'S NOTE: The

following

@

J.

An

Electric

Heated Sweet Potato Curing House"

K. Windell, "43

article

is based on studies by Dr. J. B. Edwards and
Prof. C. H. Dankelburg, of the South Carolina Experiment Station.

The sweet potato
portant

vegetable

is

crop

the most imthe south.

in

fleshy root is a living organism and
enviromental conditions in the storage
house must he favorable for a long storWe must know how it reage life.
spond-, to certain conditions in order to
effectively design sweet potato storage
.Some of these responses have
houses.
been studied by various plant physiolopathologists and horticulturists,
gists,
and the results are most valuable.

The

About four or five weeks after the
plants have been set in the field, some
An example of Sweet Potatoes well cured with electrical
of the roots at the base of the plant
equipment.
COURTESY S. C. EXTENSION SERVICE
thicken and become fleshy. The sugars,
to provide more uniform enviromental conditions.
which are manufactured by the leaves, are transTn
According to the South Carolina Experiment Station
ported to the roots and changed to starch.
any new use of electrictv on the farm should meet
mature roots approximately 80 per cent of the carthe following requirements:
bohydrate content consists of the starch and the
remainder consists of various sugars.
The young
1. Do a better job.
roots are slender and the skin consists of a layer of
2. Perform a task cheaper.
living cells. This skin can withstand very little stress
3. Do a job previously impractical.
or strain caused by the rapidly growing potato or
4. Make the farm more self sustaining.
by mechanical injury.
As the root develops, this
Electricity, as a source of heat, in sweet potato
layer is replaced by a more permanent and elastic
curing houses, has been shown to meet the ahove reset of tissues which retains the water and keeps
quirements when properly installed and operated.
out rot-producing organisms.
In order to do a better job of curing and storing
At harvest time this new skin is easily injured or
the roots, the house must be sanitary and capable
bruised.
If the potatoes are handled with gloves
of being cleaned to eliminate rot organisms.
The
many bruises and injuries will be prevented. The buildings must be well insulated with positive ventiwounds must be healed quickly if the potato is to lation controls to mainatin optimum temperatures.
enjoy a long storage life. If this is not (lone quickly,
It is necessary to have a well distributed heat supply
water necessary for life processes escapes and the
and an elimination of hot and cold spots, and a
potato shrinks badly.
Under favorable conditions method of preventing wide fluctuations of temperathe potatoes lose approximately 5 to 6 per cent of
ture at the heat source. Thermostaticallv controlled
their weight during the storage period.
The skin heaters will take care of temperature, and the moisof the cured potatoes will have a "velvety" feel.
ture supply can be controlled by applications of water
While the wounds are being healed and the skin
being thickened, certain changes are taking place
within the potato.
Most important is the speeding
up of the rate of respiration, a process which uses
the sugars of the roots as a source of energy.
The
loss in weight is due to carbon dioxide and water.
After potatoes are cured. thc\ must be stored
until they are sold or used.
At the proper storage
temperature, 50 to 55'
the respiration rate is comparative!) low.
Some shrinkage ma\ occur due to
evaporation of water through the skin. This evaporation
retarded
can
bv
be
maintaining a
high
humidity within the storage house, but it must
n<.t be high enough 1" cause condensation.
\ relative humidit) <>f 80-85 per cent does not permit con-

to a dirt floor.

Wood

is

I*'.

as

A

potato

source

heat,

is

houses

in

of

;

and coal

many

will

units of

produce
heat

for

from
the

five

to

ten

same energy

the other hand, wood
requires considerable attendance, while no appreciable amount is required by
electric
heaters, especially when regulated by a
thermostat. Due to this difference in basic heat cost.
particular attention must be paid to the construction
ol the building and to the operation of the system SO
that heat losses max be lowered.
cost

and

as will electricity.
coal heating plants

On

now being

Walls and ceilings are usually made of several
thicknesses of wood sheating and are made tight by
building paper.
Lumber prices have risen about 20
per cent, particularly southern pine common, which
lias been used extensively in defense work throughout the nation.
The elimination of windows will

attempt

Continued on next pare

densation.
Electricity,

times as

in
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THE FAUNAL SURVEY
A

Record

By

One

Carolina's Wild Life
H. Cannon, '44

Of South
J.

the most startling facts found in the
records of the Faunal Survey is that there are only
92 known species and subspecies of mammals, commonly termed animals, in the state of South Carolina,
Fauna refers to the wild animal life of a locality
or region, and by survey is meant the study of all
the kinds of animals in' an area, their distribution,
habits, and seasonal history.
of

The Zoology and Entomology Department at
Clemson has been compiling the information contained in the files of the Faunal Survey for 17 years.

No work

of this sort is ever complete because there
always be rare species of animals on which the
data is incomplete and some undiscovered species
on which there is no data whatsoever. By the time
the records appear to be complete, some 'species of
animals will have changed their habits.
Others
will have increased and spread into new localities, and
some may have decreased in number enough to be
near extinction.
Every change in the accuracy of
the information involved makes more difficult the
task of collecting and compiling the data.
will

The Faunal Survey data

is

away under
Each species of

filed

the proper heading on' 5x8 cards.
animal has a separate card on the front of which is
recorded the localities and dates when observed or
collected, name of collector, brief notes on behavior,
abundance, mating habits, food habits, etc.. all in
condensed form. The reverse side of the card shows
an outline map of South Carolina upon which is
marked the localities where the species has been

found.

Bsides

are birds, fishes, reptiles, amphibians, inIn all there are about 600.000 difsects, and others.
ferent kinds of animals named and described in all
review of the information which has
the world.
been compiled for South Carolina shows that there
are 47 species and subspecies of snakes found in the

kingdom

A

Only a few

state.

erous to

human

of these are

A

life.

venomous and dang-

subspecies

is

a

form that

somewhat from the typical specimens though
not enough to be recognized as a separate group.
The amphibians, that group which includes the salamanders or "spring lizards," the frogs, and the toads,
varies

have nearly 65 species and subspecies.

The fishes, though the data is hard to collect and
by no means complete, are estimdted at approximately 400 different species. It is interesting to note
that the number of fishes and birds is nearly the same,
The data on the birds is nearer complete, and the esis

timation of their numbers is only slightly less probably there are 350 to 375 species and subspecies.
;

^he records show that the army of the
ar g er than that of any other group

mucj,

i

insects is
of multi-

present there are 6,195 kinds
is slightly over one-half
of the 12,000 that our state is estimated to have within its borders.

At
cellular animals.
of insects on record,

which

^he Faunal Survey
'

is

asget to our state reco r ds.

a valuable, vet inexpensive
Through it 'accurate infor-

mat on s accumalated about South
Though no one will ever know
life
j

th

j

s

j

Carolina's wild-'
all the answers,

rec ord enables the staff of the Zoology and Entoto accurately answer many of

mologv Department
the

mammals, included

in

the

animal

the questions asked

them about our

wildlife.

ELECTRICITY FOR SWEET POTATO
CURING AND STORING
Continued from page eighteen

lower the heat loss considerably as well
as lower the cost of construction and
upkeep.
Electric lights can be added
which will give better light at less cost.

A filled dirt floor can be built
cheaper than a wooden floor and will
allow humidity to be maintained much
easier.
Wetting down the floor about
one week before curing begins and once
or twice during storage will supply sufficient moisture in the house to mainoptimum uniform relative
tain
the
humidity for the entire period. The loss
or gain of heat through the dirt floor
will be small and have little effect.
Ducts for supplying air into the
building should be near the floor and
directly under the heaters in order to
heat the air as it enters. All doors and
outside ventilators should be weatherstripped.

ing

Sweet Potatoes may be kept in good condition by proper packCOURTESY S. C. EXTENSION SERVICE
and Storing.

.
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THE POULTRYMAN'S JOB
WITH THE NATION AT WAR
By

EDITOR'S NOTE:

The following

tion of the talk given October
L. Morgan, head of the Poultry

is

L.

by professor C.
Department of Clemson
7,

'44

O. Drew,

a condensa-

1942

College, on the radio program, "Science in Agriculin Anderson, S. C.
ture," presented over station
These programs, a weekly feature of the School of
Agriculture and the South Carolina Experiment Station, are conducted by Mr. R. A. McGinty, Vice Director
This article was prepared
of the Experiment Station.
by L. O. Drew, of the class of 1944.

WAIM

As a possible answer to the problem of where a
supply of meat can be found that will help relieve
the current meat shortage, poultrymen in the United
States are trying to increase meat and egg producSecretary Wickard
tion approximately 15 per cent.
has asked that 200.000.000 fryers be produced this
fall and winter to meet the shortage of other meats.
The Agricultural census reports ^'ive the number
of chickens raised in the United States for 1939 as
660.000.000 birds.
To produce 200,000.000 additional
fryers means that the annual production will have to
be raised approximately one-third.
There seem to be no serious problems involved
complying with Secretary Wickard's request, proThe
vided there is sufficient labor on the farms.
same houses and brooding equipment used last spring
can be employed this winter.
These houses and
equipment are often idle on farms at this season of
in

tects primarily

from wind and rain

means good

sanitation at

all

brooding, and good sanitation are the best
surance for fryers.

in cost of chicks and also of
people are doubtful as to whether or not
they can realize a fair profit from their ventures.
While costs of production vary and market prices
also vary greatly, it seems safe to say that fryer
production during the fall and winter will yield a
fair return if an increase of 20 per cent or more in
the normal price of birds can be secured.
With the
prevailing prices of other meats, such increase in
poultry meat would certainly not be out of line.

THE AGRARIAN
Dr. George

M. Armstrong

into

Another wa\ to increase our production of poulwould be to institute a better feeding,
housing, management, disease and parasite control
program. Many small flocks of poultrj are fed onlj
a few scraps, supplemented by whatever grain ma)
l.<
found convenient. With these small flocks there
try products

opportunity for a marked increase in the number
eggs produced il better feeding practices are em
ployed
Better housing does nol involve the con
struction of elaborate houses.
A house thai prois

of

in-

many

baby chicks. This statement is quite true, and the
higher price of eggs during the fall and winter will
materially increase the cost of the chicks; but it can
be done.

increase our production of fryers by 200.000,000 chickens to three pounds weight over a million
tons of feed is necessary. To make the figures more
easily understood, it may be stated that for each
100 chickens raised to three pounds, at least 12(H)
pounds of feed would be required.

life

With the increase

feeds

Continued from page seventeen

To

times.

Death losses are probably the greatest hazard

The objection has been made that the fall and
winter months arc the off-season for the production

Some additional fuel for brooding will be required during the winter .especially if the houses are
not well constructed or insulated.
On the other
hand, chickens make more rapid growth under cooler
conditions, and parasites and disease organisms are
not as prevalent during the winter months as at
other season^.

suitable usually.

a poultryman faces.
Quality chicks from stock free
of the pullorum disease, adequate heat during early

the year.

of

is

Included in better management would be getting rid
of old, unprofitable hens, culling the slow-developing
pullets, and, where available, using artificial lights.
especially with late pullets.
To control diseases and
parasites the houses should be kept clean and the
bird treated to keep them from such parasites as lice
and mites.
From a practical standpoint, poultry
diseases are controlled or prevented, not cured. This

the

two

man

way out

there before he was able to fool a girl
Dr. and Mrs. Armstrong have
sons, one of whom entered Clemson as a fresh-

marrying him.
this

year.

has been said that no one can help but like a
smiles all the time, and such is the case
with "Doc."
lis
pleasing personality and friendliness make him one of the best liked Profs on the
campus.
All of the boys who have classes under
him say that he is really tops.
It

man who

I

THE AGRARIAN

Prof. Franklin S.

Sherman

Continued from page seventeen
fishing and smoking his pipe.
His hobbies mainly
center around one of his earliest ambitions, to be a
naturalist.
Me enjoys collecting insects and compiling records of the animal life of a region. Since he
became associated with Clemson. the college insect
collection lias been built up to 250,000 specimens.
When he first tame here there was scared) any
collection at all. the fin' a few years before having
destroyed it completely.
At most anytime Mr.
Sherman can be found sitting behind his desk adding
information to the large set of files that contain
the records of South Carolina's animal life, the
faunal surve\

1HEY

have covered a

ground in

their time, these

models

now

of a bygone year. Yet

face the severest test of all

—

ing a crop that must not

of

lot

they

grow-

fail,

in

a year of long hours and hardship for
It's

all

men and

machines.

the old timers with shaky

bearings and tired pistons that

have a battle on their hands.

Without new machinery to take
their place, they must carry a full load alongside the younger
streamliners.

Can they

That depends on how quickly
There is still a chance for implement dealers to
such machinery a thorough going-over. But farmers
stand the pace?

S&KS*

farmers act.
give

all

must get

started immediately

.

.

.

order repairs in time to notify

what will be needed.
There is a tender spot in your Allis-Chalmers dealer's heart
for the old-timers he has sold. He has seen them introduce power farming in the community, pay for farms and send youngsters
through school. With special pride, he is decorating them now
factories

with the

Farm Commando

eagle

emblem

.

.

.

once again newly painted and "Ready to Roll

Every A-C machine ready for peak
performance and passing inspection
by Allis-Chalmers dealers 'will be

awarded a beautiful red-white-and-

blueFARM COMMANDO emblem.
Watch for your A-C dealer's Farm
Commando machinery and tractor

sending them out
!"

school

—your chance to get first-hand

from factory experts. Local officials, ag classes, 4-H and FFA boys
tips

SOiiIB.fi/IERS
TRACTOR-DIVISION MILWAUKEE

|fo..T»Tuy,HO> 7ndW s\7m°pNs? S
I

TO BETTER farming}

•

T
I

are invited to attend this educational

INSPECT

EQUIPMENT NOW

short course

!

on machinery

VICTORY>
SCRAP!

ALLIS-CHALMERS MAY BE ABLE TO HELP YOU

ALLIS-CHALMERS MFG. CO.
Gentlemen: Can you help me

I

Name
R.

F.

Dept.

43,

locate the

Tractor Division, Milwaukee, Wisconsin

following equipment, no obligation to me:

have the following equipment for sale to someone who needs

County_
D.

Town

State

it:

care.

!
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BOOK!

9L, FREE
28 Pages Fully
Illustrated

******
Each Time

You
E

Lick

A

"*HC£

War
//'SZZWJ/Z-

Stamp

Find and

Ordinary
Troubles

i%S*a
""*2Ki££?*** SB!

x

'-«»**

This authoritative manual tells
how to make minor adjustments
and repairs on all makes of
pumping equipment. Points out
preventive measures to avoid

breakdowns and costly replacements. Gives useful information
on all types of pumps and water
systems. Fully illustrated.

Remember, most dealers are now
shorthanded because of the war.

Owners

of equipment, by helping
avoid needless service calls, save
time, tires and needed manpower
and dealers appreciate this.

—

But

— when a service

Helping

call is nec-

good business to see
an experienced pump man. Myers
dealers supply repair parts and
do experienced servicing on any
make of pumping equipment.
Mail coupon for free book.
essary,

it's

WATER SYSTEMS

PUMPS

You're

•

SPRAYERS

£ Take Off TillH

Illll iff

The F. E. Myers & Bro. Co.
m'ci tfunn in
mm Mitin
1470 Orange St.. Ashland, Ohio
Please send your free manual on Care and Maintenance of
Pumps, Water Systems and Sprayers.
rt*n

tini

To
Lick The

Axis!

iiwi

You Got

Name
Addresa-

to

3WS3

Buy 'Em

Calhoun Hotel

Before

and Coffee Shop
ANDERSON,
"Anderson
Phone 322

Home

For

Lick

You Can
'Em

.

.

.

S. C.

Clemson Men"
Jack Craft,

Jr.,

Mgr.

******
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Food Symbolizes Victory!

We Need

Greater

More

Food

Food

Production

To Feeed

For

Our

1943

COURTESY

S.

C.

Allies

EXTENSION SERVICE

THE

twenty-four
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GROWING BETTER VEGETABLES
Of

Eradication

And

Vegetables Diseases

By A.
not for plant diseases and insect
Were
home grown vegetables could be much mure
it

S.

Insect-Pests Facilitate Quality

pests,

show

easily

cal,

Early precautions in controlling vegectable diseases are a large- part in the determination
Better
of success or failure in "rowing vegetables.
growers -elect wavs that arc available to wage a
successful fight against those enemies.
If everyone
will understand and follow such practices a better
crop can be assured.
should be

selected

from

a

wellestablished seed company.
It is very important to
start with disease- free seed, as many diseases are
seed borne. Be sure that all purchased seed are good.
high-quality seed that have been grown under sanitary conditions. A good practice to follow is to treat
certain seed with a good seed treatment material before planting.
reliable,

We should pay particular attention to the way
our garden plots are rotated from one location to
another. Without use of this practice, our plots are
apt to creat soil infestaton with plant and disease
producing organisms. The use of infected compost
should be avoided.
Best results are obtained from
new clean soil in seed beds and plots. It sometimes
becomes necessary to spray or dust vegetables for
leaf diseases.

are some of
varieties of vegetables

the better diseaseused extensively in

our home-grown gardens.

ASPARAGUS
Rust, the most dreaded disease of this plant at
one time, is now under control bv the use of resistant varieties recently developed.
Mary Washington
and Martha Washington are highly resistant to
rust and are good popular commercial varieties.
They
are carried by pratically all seed firms.

Green snap beans are badly affected by

mon bean mosaic which

a

com-

causes the leaves to become
mottled with light and dark green areas.
Mosaic is
n spread with the seed, but it may
be spread by
insects.
Reccommended highly resistanl varieties
are Refugee U. S. No. 5, Idaho Refugee, and
Wisconsin Refuj

CABBAGE
The most common disease
:'"'

wilt,

which

Excellent

caused

is

vai

u n e" s are: J.
r
Wisconsin All-head
and Red Hollande.

bj
•

I

|

a

cabbage
Fusarfungus living in the

hich

is

are

resistant

to

the

Market. Globe,
Wisconsin
MLSeason

CELERY
This

pi

eadily affected
I

l.v

a

disease

known

on the same ground rather
he diseased plants
I

ince
pari

thi

-talk.

A

(1

LETTUCE
Brown

blight is a disease which affects lettuce
"rowing in the southwest particularly
The plant
becomes stunted, turns yellow, and gradually dies.
Resistant varieties are necessary for use in infected
fields.
Some f these varieties are
Imperial C. D.
and F and Imperial 847. They are also resistant to
Downy Mildew, another common disease
.

:

(

among

lettuce.

MUSHMELON
Powdery mildew
fects

melons.

is

Severe

a

Powdery mildew
excellent

commin

attacks

resistant
resistant variety.

disease

kill

cantaloup

that

af-

the leaves.
No.

45

is

an

POTATO
Mild mosaic causes

reduction in the vigor of
It is recognived by dark
Katahdin,
and light green mottling of the leaves.
Chippewn, Golden, and Houma are four varieties
resistant to mosaic.
Scbago is another variety recently discovered.
a

PUMPKIN
Curly top is the most common disease among
numpkin.
Cheese Group, Cushaw Group, and Big

Tom

are resistant varieties.

TOMATOES
the most common tomato disease in the southern states.
\
funsrus enters the
roots from infected soils and cause this disease. Affected plants produce leaves that roll, become yellow and die.
Marglobe. 1'ritchard. and Glovel are
resistanl varieties to this and nai'head spot, another
tomato disease. Riverside, Early Baltimore and Illinois I'ride are resistant to both 1'usarium and Ycrwill

is

ticllium wilt.

SPINACH
of

U een. Mario,,

Select,

caused by a virus, causes dwafsuitable
leaves, stunted plants, and small fruit.
Iar S e slicing cucumber which is resistant to mosaic
,s ;i variety known as Shamrock,
is

"

(

Pusarium

BEANS

ium

nifllMRFR
Mosaic .which

plants and lowers the vield.

The following
_

resistant

Production

resistance are: Michigan Golden. Golden Pasand Florida Golden.

produced.

Seed

And

Waldron, '44

Some

in

the

which

Mosaic blight or "yellows" causes a curling of
the leaves which later become yellow and die. Virginia Savoj and Old Dominion are resistant varieties
of (food commercial value.

WATERMELONS
Fusarium wilt is the most dreaded disease ol
watermelons. The fungus that causes this disease is
verj difficult to get rid of once it is established in
the soil.
lawkesPlants affected wilt and soon die.
Improved Kecklex Sweet \'o. 6, Improved
btiry.
Stone Mountain No. 5. I.ccsburg. and Klondike— R,
all offer the best solution to the wilt problem.
1

Farm Machine Production
Cut to ONE-FIFTH!
War Production Board on October 20 issued the
THE
1943 Farm Equipment Limitation Order, fixing the
amount of farm machinery which can be manufactured between November 1, 1942, and October 31, 1943As this new order drastically affects the ability of the
International Harvester Company to supply machines to
its farmer customers, we feel ..hat a brief statement is necessary in order that you may plan your future operations
far enough in advance to safeguard the nation against any
serious interruption in the Food-for-Freedom program.

New

Machines Cut to ONE-FIFTH

The purpose of the 1943 Limitation Order is to limit
the entire farm equipment industry to produce for American farmers during 1943 not more than 20 per cent, or
one-fifth, of the amount of new equipment that was
built in 1940.
The government has further adopted the policy of
concentrating this limited production for 1943, insofar
as possible, with smaller manufacturers. The 1943 Limitation Order therefore provides that preference shall be
given to manufacturers on the basis of their size. A group
consisting of the smallest manufacturers has the smallest
cut in production, a second group of small to mediumsize manufacturers comes next, and the larger companies
have the largest cut in production.
The result is that the 1943 Limitation Order stops
production completely on the great majority of farm
machines heretofore manufactured by International
Harvester. On a comparatively few machines we are permitted to continue production on a severely reduced
basis. It means that our company's 1943 production will
fall substantially below the 20 per cent of 1940 average
for the whole industry. On a tonnage basis, our company's 1943 production of new machines will be only
14 per cent of 1940, and 12 per cent of the 1941 output.
Other companies similarly classed as large manufacturers
will be similarly affected.
All

Equipment to Be Rationed

As you have been previously advised by the United
States Department of Agriculture, this small amount
of new equipment will be rationed to farmers, under
a rationing system established by the Department of
Agriculture.

The 1943 production program was adopted by

the
War Production Board, in cooperation with other governmental war agencies, as a part of its plan to curtail
use of steel and other critical materials so as to increase the amounts available for the production of ships,

and weapons of war. Only the government could
decide a question of such far-reaching importance.
planes,

Harvester's

Wartime Pledge

Our company, of course, is keenly aware of the shortmanpower and equipment with which farmers
in many sections of the country are contending. Much
has already been done by resourceful farmers and many

ages of

groups to overcome these handicaps. Governmental agencies are undertaking to deal further with the
problem. We are sure that the farmers of the nation will
make every effort to produce the food required in 1943.
patriotic

The

International Harvester Company desires to state
it will cooperate earnestly with the govern-

clearly that

ment's 1943 Limitation Order. We pledge anew to the
farmers that we shall do our utmost, within these limitations, to help them with their equipment problems
in 1943.

We

can be of greatest help to our farmer customers
community by continuing to supply them with
repair parts and services for the McCormick-Deering
equipment on which they have relied for so many years.
The 1943 Limitation Order permits production of substantially the same volume of repair parts as produced
in 1942. Harvester will continue to produce repair parts
up to the limitations of the order and available materials, and will do everything in its power to help the
McCormick-Deering dealers maintain the best service
in every

facilities possible

Put

New

under wartime conditions.
Life in

Your Old Machines!

The owners of McCormick-Deering machines can perform a patriotic service by ordering needed parts and
arranging for service to keep their existing equipment
in use for the longest possible time, thereby saving steel

and other maferials for war manufacture. McCormickDeering dealers will make every effort, within the restrictions imposed on them, to carry adequate stocks of
repair parts and maintain service men for that purpose.
This should make it possible for our customers to continue using the machines with whose design, performance, and quality they are familiar, and to maintain
their farm production at the highest possible levels under the circumstances.

For your country and your peac of mind, check over
your machines and tools. Make sure that you order all
parts and service work in time for the job ahead!

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY
180 North Michigan Avenue

Chicago,

lllinoii

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER

CAMELS. It's fun to give Camels for Christmas because you know your gift will be so

—

genuinely welcome doubly welcome to those
lads of yours in the service, .over here or
over there. For cigarettes are their favorite gift

—

— Camel, their favorite cigarette. Remember
all

your friends this Christmas with Camels.

PRINCE ALBERT. Give him Prince Albert if
he smokes a pipe. Give him the big pound of
P. A. that spells smoking joy far into the
New Year. Whether he's at camp, at sea, or
at home, he'll welcome the National Joy
Smoke. For mild, cool, tasty smoking, there's
no other tobacco quite like Prince Albert.

